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In this work, we study an inverse spectral problem for quadratic pencils of Sturm–
Liouville operators with singular coefficients and entire functions in the boundary
conditions. It is proved that a part of the spectrum is sufficient for recovering the
pencil if this part generates a complete functional system. As well, we apply the
obtained results to studying a partial inverse problem.
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Introduction

We study an inverse spectral problem of recovering the coefficients in the
quadratic pencil

−𝑦′′ + 𝑞(𝑥)𝑦 + 2𝜆𝑝(𝑥)𝑦 = 𝜆2𝑦, 𝑥 ∈ (0, 𝜋), (1)

where 𝑝 ∈ 𝐿2(0, 𝜋) and 𝑞 ∈ 𝑊−1
2 (0, 𝜋). The latter means 𝑞 = 𝜎′ in the sense

of distributions for some 𝜎 ∈ 𝐿2(0, 𝜋). In the case of singular coefficients,
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inverse spectral problems of recovering the quadratic pencils were studied
in the works [1, 2]. We rewrite and study equation (1) in the form with
quasiderivative 𝑦[1] := 𝑦′ − 𝜎𝑦, as it was done in [1, 2].

We consider the following boundary conditions:

𝑦(0) = 0, 𝑓1(𝜆)𝑦
[1](𝜋) + 𝑓2(𝜆)𝑦(𝜋) = 0, (2)

where 𝑓1(𝜆) and 𝑓2(𝜆) are known entire functions. The reason for using
conditions (2) is that they allow to unify studying partial inverse problems.
In [3], it was shown that partial inverse problems for Sturm–Liouville
operators of various classes reduce to recovering their potentials by
subspectra of the boundary value problems with conditions (2).

Our aim is to study the inverse problem of recovering the pencil (1) with
the boundary conditions (2) by a subspectrum {𝜆𝑛}𝑛≥1 and some number
giving information on 𝑝 :

Inverse problem 1. Given {𝜆𝑛}𝑛≥1 and (𝜔0 mod 1), recover the
coefficients 𝑝 and 𝑞.

Here, we apply the technique developed in [3] to studying this inverse
problem. We find the conditions on a part of the spectrum under which
Inverse Problem 1 has a unique solution. These conditions include the
completeness of certain functional sequences. Under them, we obtain a
uniqueness theorem for Inverse Problem 1. Then, we provide an example
of the partial inverse problem to which these results are applicable.

Preliminaries

Let 𝑆(𝑥, 𝜆) be the solution of equation (1) satisfying the initial conditions
𝑆(0, 𝜆) = 0, 𝑆 [1](0, 𝜆) = 1. The following representations hold, see [2]:

𝑆(𝜋, 𝜆) =
sin 𝜋(𝜆− 𝜔0)

𝜆
+

1

𝜆

� 𝜋

−𝜋
𝒦(𝑡) exp(𝑖𝜆𝑡) 𝑑𝑡,

𝑆 [1](𝜋, 𝜆) = cos 𝜋(𝜆− 𝜔0) +

� 𝜋

−𝜋
𝒩 (𝑡) exp(𝑖𝜆𝑡) 𝑑𝑡,

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (3)

where 𝜔0 = 1
𝜋

� 𝜋
0 𝑝(𝑠) 𝑑𝑠 and 𝒦,𝒩 ∈ 𝐿2(−𝜋, 𝜋). As the piece of the input

data for Inverse Problem 1, we take the fractional part (𝜔0 mod 1) of 𝜔0.
First, we note that a number 𝜆 is an eigenvalue of the boundary value

problem (1), (2) if and only if it is a zero of the characteristic function

Δ(𝜆) = 𝑓1(𝜆)𝑆
[1](𝜋, 𝜆) + 𝑓2(𝜆)𝑆(𝜋, 𝜆). (4)

Consider a sequence {𝜆𝑘}𝑘≥1 such that Δ(𝜆𝑘) = 0 and each 𝜆𝑘 occurs in the
sequence not more times than its multiplicity as zero of Δ(𝜆). We call such
sequence {𝜆𝑘}𝑘≥1 a subspectrum.
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Put 𝜆0 := 0 and introduce the notations

S𝜆 = {𝑛 ≥ 0: 𝜆𝑛 ̸= 𝜆𝑘 ∀𝑘 : 0 ≤ 𝑘 < 𝑛}, 𝑚𝜆,𝑛 = #{𝑘 ≥ 0: 𝜆𝑘 = 𝜆𝑛}.

We assume that equal numbers in the sequence {𝜆𝑘}𝑘≥0 follow each other:

𝜆𝑛 = 𝜆𝑛+1 = . . . = 𝜆𝑛+𝑚𝜆,𝑛−1, 𝑛 ∈ S𝜆.

Consider the Hilbert space of complex-valued vector-functions

ℋ = 𝐿2(−𝜋, 𝜋)⊕ 𝐿2(−𝜋, 𝜋).

For 𝑔 = [𝑔1, 𝑔2] and ℎ = [ℎ1, ℎ2], the scalar product and the norm in ℋ are
given by the formulae

(𝑔, ℎ)ℋ =

� 𝜋

𝜋

[𝑔1(𝑡)ℎ1(𝑡) + 𝑔2(𝑡)ℎ2(𝑡)] 𝑑𝑡, ‖ℎ‖ℋ =
√︀
(ℎ, ℎ).

In particular, we have 𝑢(𝑡) := [𝒩 (𝑡),𝒦(𝑡)] ∈ ℋ.
Let us introduce the notations

𝑣(𝑡, 𝜆) = [𝜆𝑓1(𝜆)𝑒(𝑡, 𝜆), 𝑓2(𝜆)𝑒(𝑡, 𝜆)], 𝑒(𝑥, 𝜆) = exp(𝑖𝜆𝑥).

For 𝑛 ∈ S𝜆 and 𝜈 = 0,𝑚𝜆,𝑛 − 1, we denote

𝑣𝑛+𝜈(𝑡) =

{︃
𝑣<𝜈>(𝑡, 𝜆𝑛), 𝑛+ 𝜈 > 0,

[0, 1], 𝑛 = 𝜈 = 0,
𝑓<𝑗>(𝜆) =

1

𝑗!

𝑑𝑗

𝑑𝑧𝑗
𝑓(𝑧)

⃒⃒⃒
𝑧=𝜆

.

Results

Let 𝐿(𝑝, 𝑞) be the boundary value problem (1), (2) with arbitrary coefficients
𝑝 ∈ 𝐿2(0, 𝜋) and 𝑞 ∈ 𝑊−1

2 (0, 𝜋). Along with 𝐿(𝑝, 𝑞), we consider another
problem 𝐿(𝑝, 𝑞) of the same form but with other coefficients 𝑝 ∈ 𝐿2(0, 𝜋)
and 𝑞 ∈ 𝑊−1

2 (0, 𝜋). Let us agree that, if a symbol 𝛼 denotes an object
related to 𝑝 and 𝑞, then the symbol �̃� with tilde will denote the analogous
object related to 𝑝 and 𝑞.

Theorem 1. Suppose that the sequence {𝑣𝑛}∞𝑛=0 constructed by {𝜆𝑛}∞𝑛=1

satisfies the following condition:
(C) The sequence {𝑣𝑘}∞𝑘=0 is complete in ℋ.
Then, the equalities {𝜆𝑛}∞𝑛=1 = {�̃�𝑛}∞𝑛=1 and (𝜔0 mod 1) = (�̃�0 mod 1) yield
𝑝 ≡ 𝑝, 𝑞 ≡ 𝑞.

The proof is based on obtaining explicit formulae for the coefficients
(𝑢, 𝑣𝑘)ℋ after substituting (3) into (4). Then, we determine the functions
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𝒩 and 𝒦 uniquely and reduce Inverse Problem 1 to the inverse problem
studied in [2].

In some cases, condition (C) is more difficult to verify than two
independent conditions imposed on the subspectrum and the pair of the
entire functions in (2). The following theorem contains such conditions.

Theorem 2. Under the following two assumptions, (C) is fulfilled:
(S) For 𝑛 ∈ N, the functions 𝑓1(𝜆) and 𝑓2(𝜆) do not vanish simultaneously
in 𝜆𝑛.
(C2) The functional sequence {𝑒<𝜈>(𝑡, 𝜆𝑛)}𝑛∈S𝜆,𝑣=0,𝑚𝜆,𝑛−1 is complete in
𝐿2(−2𝜋, 2𝜋).

Consider the boundary value problem

−𝑦′′ + 𝑞(𝑥)𝑦 + 2𝜆𝑝(𝑥)𝑦 = 𝜆2𝑦, 𝑥 ∈ (0, 2𝜋), (5)

𝑦(0) = 𝑦(2𝜋) = 0, (6)

where 𝑝 ∈ 𝐿2(0, 2𝜋) and 𝑞 ∈ 𝑊−1
2 (0, 2𝜋). The eigenvalues {𝜇𝑘}𝑘∈Z0

of the
boundary value problem (5), (6) satisfy the asymptotics

𝜇𝑘 =
𝑘

2
+

1

2𝜋

� 2𝜋

0

𝑝(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡+ κ𝑘, {κ𝑘}𝑘∈Z0
∈ ℓ2.

We assume that the coefficients 𝑝 and 𝑞 are known on (𝜋, 2𝜋). In [4],
in the regular case 𝑝 ∈ 𝑊 1

2 (0, 2𝜋) and 𝑞 ∈ 𝐿2(0, 2𝜋), the following inverse
problem was studied:

Inverse Problem 2. Given {𝜇𝑘}𝑘∈Z0
along with 𝑝 and 𝑞 on (𝜋, 2𝜋),

recover the coefficients 𝑝 and 𝑞 on the interval (0, 𝜋).
For this inverse problem, a uniqueness theorem was obtained, see [4,

Theorem 2]. By reducing Inverse Problem 2 to Inverse Problem 1, we
generalize the mentioned result to the case when 𝑝 ∈ 𝐿2(0, 2𝜋) and 𝑞 ∈
𝑊−1

2 (0, 2𝜋).
Let us introduce the solution 𝜙(𝑥, 𝜆) of (5) satisfying the initial conditions

𝜙(2𝜋, 𝜆) = 0, 𝜙[1](2𝜋, 𝜆) = 1.

A number 𝜆 is an eigenvalue of (5), (6) if and only if

𝜙[1](𝜋, 𝜆)𝑆(𝜋, 𝜆)− 𝑆 [1](𝜋, 𝜆)𝜙(𝜋, 𝜆) = 0.

It is clear that 𝜙(𝜋, 𝜆) and 𝜙[1](𝜋, 𝜆) are known entire functions. Then, the
eigenvalues {𝜇𝑘}𝑘∈Z0

of (5), (6) coincide with the eigenvalues of (1), (2),
where we put 𝑓1(𝜆) = 𝜙(𝜋, 𝜆) and 𝑓2(𝜆) = 𝜙[1](𝜋, 𝜆). This fact and the
previous results allow us to obtain a uniqueness theorem.
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Theorem 3. Let 𝑞 = 𝑞 in 𝑊−1
2 (𝜋, 2𝜋), 𝑝 = 𝑝 in 𝐿2(𝜋, 2𝜋), and

{𝜇𝑘}𝑘∈Z0
= {�̃�𝑘}𝑘∈Z0

. Then, the identities 𝑞 ≡ 𝑞 and 𝑝 ≡ 𝑝 hold on (0, 2𝜋).
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